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Abstract

In the present paper we consider Fitting classes of finite soluble groups which locally satisfy additional
conditions related to the behaviour of their injectors. More precisely, we study Fitting classesX, F,
1 6= X ⊆ F, such that anX-injector ofG is, respectively, a normal, (sub)modular, normally embedded,
system permutable subgroup ofG for all G ∈ F.

Locally normal Fitting classes were studied before by various authors. Here we prove that some
important results—already known for normality—are valid for all of the above mentioned embedding
properties. For instance, all these embedding properties behave nicely with respect to the Lockett section.
Further, for all of these properties the class of all finite soluble groupsG such that anX-injector ofG has
the corresponding embedding property is not closed under forming normal products, and thus can fail to
be a Fitting class.

2000Mathematics subject classification: primary 20D10, 20F17.

1. Introduction

In the investigation of Fitting classes of finite soluble groups it seems natural to restrict
oneself to Fitting classes satisfying additional conditions related to the behaviour of
their injectors. For instance, Blessenohl and Gasch¨utz [1], Hauck and Kienzle [7],
Lockett [8] and Doerk and Porta [5] studied non-trivial Fitting classes whose injectors
are respectively normal, (sub)modular, normally embedded and system permutable
subgroups ofG in each groupG ∈ S. These investigations can be generalized by
considering non-trivial Fitting classesX andF of finite soluble groups such thatX is
contained inF and anX-injector of G satisfies a given embedding property e inG
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for every groupG ∈ F (thus by investigating these embedding properties “locally” in
F, the global case beingF = S). In this situation we callX anFe-class, and we use
Ye.X/ to denote the class of all groupsG ∈ S such that anX-injector ofG satisfies
a given embedding property e inG. Locally normal Fitting classes (Fn-classes) were
studied before by various authors (see for instance Hauck [6], Reifferscheid [12]), and
so in the present paper we will concentrate on the—in part considerably weaker—
embedding properties (sub)modularity ((s)mod), normal embedding (ne) and system
permutability (p). Since one of the first results to emerge is that the class Ymod.X/

is not closed under direct products, and consequently that the concepts of locally
modular and locally normal Fitting classes coincide, in the following we consider
local submodularity instead of local modularity. Studying the above relations we will
frequently concentrate on results valid for locally normal Fitting classes. For instance,
local normality is a property of the corresponding Lockett sections, that is,X is normal
in F precisely whenX∗ is normal inF∗ (see [6, 4.8] or [4, X, 3.3]), and we will see
that this is also true for the other embedding properties.

Further, the class Yn.X/ of all groupsG such that anX-injector is normal inG
is not—in general—closed under products of normal subgroups (see [6, 3.2]), and
thus can fail to be a Fitting class. Here, too, an analogous result is true for the
other embedding properties. Even more—and this is in contrast to normality—the
class Yp.X/ is closed under forming products of normal subgroups if and only if it
coincides with the classS of all (finite and soluble) groups.

As dual to the investigation of Ye.X/, the question on the intersection ofFe-
classes—and thus on the existence of a unique minimalFe-class—naturally arises.
While it is known at least for Fischer classesF that the (non-trivial) intersection of
Fn-classes is again anFn-class (see [6, 4.12]), this question is open in general for the
embedding properties submodularity and normal embedding even in the case that all
classes under consideration are Fischer classes or, stronger, subgroup-closed Fitting
classes. In the case of local permutability a negative answer is known forF = S ([4,
IX, 3.14]).

Since—as is well known—local normality between Lockett classes behaves nicely
with respect to the regular wreath product, for the important classesF = Ni +1; i ∈ N;
andF = S³1 · · ·S³r

, ³1; : : : ; ³r sets of primes, the existence of a unique minimal
Fn-class can be shown ( [10, 2.3], [11, 3.1.18]). We will see that local submodularity
too behaves well with respect to regular wreath products, and consequently that an
analogous result is valid in this case. Furthermore, it turns out that for these classes
the smallestFn-class and the smallestFsmod-class coincide. That the concept of local
submodularity is very close to the concept of local normality is also highlighted by
the fact that these concepts coincide for subgroup-closed Fitting classes, hence for
subgroup-closed Fitting classesX andF it holds thatX is anFn-class precisely when
X is anFsmod-class.
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2. Notations and preliminaries

All groups considered in this paper are assumed to be finite and soluble.
Except for denoting the regular wreath product ofG andH by G o H and its base

group byG∗, we shall adhere to the notation used in [4]. This book is also the main
reference for all results concerning classes of groups.

Recall that a classF of groups is called a Fitting class if it is closed under taking
subnormal subgroups (SnF = F) and products of normal subgroups (N0F = F). The
latter implies that in each groupG there exists a unique normal subgroup being
maximal among all normal subgroups ofG contained inF, the so-calledF-radical
GF of G. By a well-known result of Fischer, Gasch¨utz and Hartley (see [4, IX, 1.4]),
Fitting classes of finite soluble groups are exactly those classesF such that in every
(finite soluble) groupG there exists a unique conjugacy class of so-calledF-injectors
of G, subgroupsU of G such thatU ∩ N is F-maximal inN, that is, maximal among
all subgroups ofN contained inF, for all subnormal subgroupsN of G. The set of
all F-injectors ofG is denoted by InjF.G/.

Let X, F be Fitting classes. Recall thatX is said to be normal inF (F-normal,
Fn-class) if 1 6= X ⊆ F and anX-injector ofG is a normal subgroup ofG for every
G ∈ F. Further, we use Yn.X/ to denote the class of all groupsG such that an
X-injector ofG is a normal subgroup ofG.

As usual we useS,S³ ,N,N³ to denote respectively the class of all (finite soluble)
groups, the class of all (finite soluble)³-groups, the class of all (finite) nilpotent groups
and the class of all (finite) nilpotent³-groups, where³ denotes a set of primes.

Recall further that the characteristic Char(F) of a Fitting classF consists of all
primesp such thatZp ∈ F, that this set coincides with the set³.F/ = ⋃

G∈F ³.G/,
where³.G/ denotes the set of all prime divisors of|G|, and thatN³.F/ ⊆ F ⊆ S³.F/

holds true (see [4, IX, 1.7, 1.9]).
Further, we use for a Fitting classX

l .X/ :=
{

min{r ∈ N | X ⊆ Nr } if it exists,

∞ otherwise,

to denote the nilpotent length ofX. (Note that the Fitting class productXY of
Fitting classesX andY denotes the Fitting class consisting of all groupsG such that
G=GX ∈ Y, and setX0 = 1 the trivial class, andXi = XXi −1 for i ∈ N.)

Lockett ([8]) associated to each Fitting classF the classF∗ which by definition
consists of all groupsG such that.G × G/F is subdirect inG × G. We collect some
properties of this class in the following theorem (see [4, X, Section 1]):

THEOREM 2.1. LetF be a Fitting class andG be a group.
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(a) F∗ is a Fitting class.
(b) .G × G/F = .GF × GF/〈.g; g−1/ | g ∈ GF∗ 〉.
(c) GF∗=GF is abelian.
(d) If V ∈ InjF∗.G/, thenVF is anF-injector ofG.
(e) Let {Fi }i ∈ I be a family of Fitting classes. Then

(⋂
i ∈ I Fi

)∗ = ⋂
i ∈ I F

∗
i .

A Fitting classF is called a Lockett class ifF = F∗. For each Fitting classF, we
defineF∗ = ⋂{X | Fitting class andX∗ = F∗} and call{X | X∗ = F∗} = {X | F∗ ⊆
X ⊆ F∗} the Lockett section ofF.

By definition, eachQ-closed Fitting class (see below) is a Lockett class. In partic-
ular,S,S³ ,N,N³ are Lockett classes.

Radicals and injectors of Lockett classes behave nicely with respect to direct
products (see [4, X, 1.9, 1.33]):

THEOREM 2.2. LetF be a Lockett class andG, G1, G2 be groups.

(a) .G1 × G2/F = .G1/F × .G2/F.
(b) Let V be anF-injector of G. ThenV = .V ∩ G1/ × .V ∩ G2/, in particular

V = V1 × V2 whereVi ∈ InjF.Gi / for i = 1;2, and every subgroup of this form is an
F-injector ofG1 × G2.

If F is anN0-closed class of groups such thatH ≤ G ∈ F, G=CoreG.H / ∈ N
implies H ∈ F, thenF is called a Fischer class, andF is a subgroup-closed Fitting
class if it is closed under taking subgroups (SF = F).

Recall that by a deep result of Bryce and Cossey ([2, Theorem 1], [3, Theorem 1.1])
subgroup-closed Fitting classes of finite soluble groups are saturated formations.
Consequently, ifF is a subgroup-closed Fitting class then

QF := .G | ∃H ∈ F and an epimorphism fromH ontoG/ = F =
R0F := .G | ∃Ni E G; G=Ni ∈ F .i = 1; : : : ; r / with N1 ∩ · · · ∩ Nr = 1/:

Moreover,F is a local formation (see [4, IV, 4.6]), and thus there exists a unique map
F from P to the union of all subgroup-closed Fitting classes (including the empty
class which by convention is closed under every closure operation) such that

F =
⋂
p∈P
Sp′SpF.p/ =

⋂
p∈³.F/

Sp′SpF.p/ ∩S³.F/;

F is integrated, that is,F.p/ ⊆ F for all p ∈ P, andF is full, that is,F.p/ = SpF.p/
for all p ∈ P. F is called thecanonical local definitionofF; further, ifF is of nilpotent
lengthr < ∞, thenF.p/ = Sp.F.p/ ∩Nr −1/ for all p ∈ P holds true (see [4, IV,
Section 3, Section 4] for detailed information about local formations).
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3. Local (sub)modularity

We recall the definition of a modular subgroup and refer the reader to [13] for
further information about these subgroups.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let G be a group. A subgroupU of G is calledmodularin G (U
mod G) if the following conditions are satisfied:

.i/ 〈W;U 〉 ∩ V = 〈W;U ∩ V〉 for all W;V ≤ G such thatW ≤ V .
.ii/ 〈W;U 〉 ∩ V = 〈U;W ∩ V〉 for all W;V ≤ G such thatU ≤ V.

Evidently, each normal subgroup is a modular subgroup ofG but, in general, the
converse does not hold true; for instance, a Sylow 2-subgroup ofS3 is modular but not
normal inS3. However, the following characterizationof maximal modular subgroups,
that is, subgroups ofG being maximal among all modular subgroups ofG, indicates
that these concepts are very close to each other.

LEMMA 3.2 ([13, 5.1.2]). A subgroupU of a groupG is a maximal modular sub-
group ofG if and only ifU is a maximal normal subgroup ofG or G=CoreG.U / is a
non-abelian group of orderpq (for suitable primesp andq).

It is also possible to characterize arbitrary modular subgroups of a groupG by the
structure of the corresponding quotient groupG=CoreG.U / (see [13, 5.1.14]). We
will only need a weak form of this statement.

THEOREM 3.3 ([13, 5.1.14]).Let G be a group, and letU be a modular subgroup
of G. ThenG=CoreG.U / = S1=CoreG.U / × · · · × Sr =CoreG.U / × T=CoreG.U /,
wherer ∈ N ∪ {0}, and where for alli; j ∈ {1; : : : ; r }:
(a) Si=CoreG.U / ∈ Spi

Sqi
is a group of orderpni

i qi , and Z.Si=CoreG.U // = 1
(whereqi ; pi are (distinct) primes,ni ∈ N).
(b) .|Si=CoreG.U /|; |Sj =CoreG.U /|/ = 1 = .|Si=CoreG.U /|; |T=CoreG.U /|/ for

i 6= j .
(c) U=CoreG.U / = Q1=CoreG.U /× · · · × Qr =CoreG.U /× .T ∩ U /=CoreG.U /,

whereQi =CoreG.U / is a non-normal Sylowqi -subgroup ofSi=CoreG.U /.
(d) U ∩ T is modular and subnormal inG.

DEFINITION 3.4. LetX andF be Fitting classes.

(a) X is said to bemodularin F (F-modular) if 1 6= X ⊆ F and anX-injector ofG
is a modular subgroup ofG for all G ∈ F .
(b) We set Ymod.X/ = .G | if V ∈ InjX.G/, thenV is modular inG).
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In [7, Theorem 1] it is proved that the concepts ofS-modularity andS-normality
coincide. Using Theorem3.3we obtain that this is valid in general.

LEMMA 3.5. LetX be a non-trivial Fitting class andG ∈ Ymod.X/ \ Yn.X/. Then
G × G =∈ Ymod.X/.

PROOF. Assume to the contrary thatG × G ∈ Ymod.X/, and letV ∈ InjX.G × G/.
ThenV ≥ F1×F2 ≥ GX×GX for suitableF1; F2 ∈ InjX.G/. Using Theorem3.3, we
obtain |G=GX| = ∏r

i =1 pni
i qi m and|F1=GX| = |F2=GX| = q1 · · · qr , wherer ∈ N,

p1; : : : ; pr ;q1; : : : ;qr are pairwise distinct primes,ni ≥ 1, .pi ;m/ = 1 = .qi ;m/ for
all i , and|Z.G=GX/| | m.

By [4, IX, 1.1] we obtain|.G×G/X=.GX×GX/| | |Z..G×G/=.GX×GX//| | m2;
hence, Theorem3.3 yields q2

i | |.G × G/=.G × G/X| for every i ∈ {1; : : : ; r }.
Consequently,qi - |V=.G × G/X|. Since F1 × F2 ≤ V, this implies F1 × F2 ≤
.G × G/X, a contradiction to.qi ;m/ = 1.

THEOREM 3.6. LetX andF be non-trivial Fitting classes. ThenX is modular inF
if and only ifX is normal inF.

PROOF. Obviously, everyF-normal Fitting class is modular inF. Since by defini-
tion, a Fitting class is closed under products of normal subgroups, thus in particular
under the formation of direct products, Lemma3.5yields the assertion.

In view of Theorem3.6, we turn our attention to a weaker concept than modularity.

DEFINITION 3.7. Let G be a group. A subgroupU of G is calledsubmodularin G
(U smodG) if there exists a seriesU = U1 < U2 < · · · < Un = G of subgroupsUi

of G such thatUi is modular inUi +1 for i = 1; : : : ;n − 1.
Obviously, this series can be chosen in such a way thatUi is a maximal modular

subgroup ofUi +1 for everyi = 1; : : : ;n − 1.

Let G be a group. Evidently, each modular subgroup ofG is submodular inG. The
converse does not hold true in general, so for instance a Sylow 2-subgroup ofS3 × S3

is submodular but not modular inS3 × S3.
Detailed analysis of submodular subgroups has been carried out by Zimmermann

(see [14]), and almost all results needed here are taken from this work. The concepts of
submodularity and (sub)normality, too, are very close toeach other ([14, Lemma 4]):

LEMMA 3.8. LetU be a submodular subgroup of a groupG. If K denotes the unique
minimal normal subgroup ofU such thatU=K is abelian of square-free exponent,
thenK is subnormal inG.

In particular, if U ∈ InjX.G/ for a Fitting classX, thenU=GX is abelian of
square-free exponent.
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Groups in which all Sylow subgroups are submodular can be characterized (see
[14, Theorem 4]). We need only a weak form of this result:

LEMMA 3.9. Let p, q be primes,q | p−1, and letG ∈ SpSq be such thatG=F.G/
is an elementary abelian group. Then all Sylow subgroups ofG are submodular
subgroups ofG.

DEFINITION 3.10. LetX andF be Fitting classes.

(a) X is said to besubmodularin F (F-submodular, Fsmod-class) if 1 6= X ⊆ F and
anX-injector ofG is a submodular subgroup ofG for all G ∈ F.
(b) We set Ysmod.X/ = .G | if V ∈ InjX.G/, thenV is submodular inG/.

Obviously, the relation of local normality implies that of local submodularity. As
shown by Hauck and Kienzle (see [7, Theorem 2]) the converse also holds forF = S.
But in general, local submodularity is a relation different from local normality. To
prove this, we use a Fitting class constructed by Menth in [9], which we denote by
M.p;3/ (wherep is a prime such thatp ≡ 1 mod 3) and which is contained in the
classU of all (finite) supersoluble groups. We will not present the (complex) definition
of this class, but only the following statements used here ([9, 4.2, 4.3]):

THEOREM 3.11. LetM.p;3/ be as described in[9].

(a) M.p;3/ is a Fitting class such thatSp ×S3 ⊂M.p;3/ ⊆ SpS3 ∩ U.
(b) If G ∈ M.p;3/, thenG=F.G/ is an elementary abelian3-group.

PROPOSITION3.12. LetM.p;3/ be as described in[9]. ThenNS3 is submodular,
but not normal inNM.p;3/.

PROOF. (1): Let G be a group contained inNM.p;3/. ThenF.G/P3 is anNS3-
injector ofG (whereP3 ∈ Syl3.G/). Let T be anN-injector ofGL3.N/, whereL3.N/

denotes the Fitting class of all groupsH such that anN-injector ofH contains a Sylow
3-subgroup ofH (see [4, IX, Section 1]). According to [4, IX, 1.22],T P3 ∈ InjNS3

.G/
for a suitable Sylow 3-subgroupP3 of G. SetN = GL3.N/. By [4, IX, 4.12]T = ∏

Tq

whereTq ∈ Sylq.CN .Oq′.F.N////. In particular,Tp is a normal subgroup ofF.G/Tp,
and consequentlyTp = Op.G/. Obviously, Oq.G/ = Tq for q 6= p;3. Hence we
obtainT P3 = F.G/P3, and the proof is complete.

(2): NS3 is submodular inNM.p;3/: Let the notation be as in (1). It follows
from Theorem3.11 and Lemma3.9 that F.G/P3=F.G/ is a submodular subgroup
of G=F.G/; thus (1) yields the assertion.

(3): NM.p;3/ 6⊆ Yn.NS3/: Suppose thatNM.p;3/ ⊆ Yn.NS3/. By Theo-
rem 3.11 there exists a groupG ∈ M.p;3/ \ Sp × S3. Let q be a prime6= p;3.
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Then.1/ implies G ∼= Zq o G=F.Zq o G/ ∈ S3Sp ∩ SpS3, a contradiction to the
choice ofG.

In the treatment of locally normal Fitting classes it is possible to confine oneself
to the case that both classes are Lockett classes, thus to classes which are easier to
handle than arbitrary Fitting classes (see [6, 4.8] or [4, X, 3.3]). The next result shows
that this remains valid for locally submodular Fitting classes.

THEOREM 3.13. LetX andF be Fitting classes. Then the following statements are
equivalent:

.i/ X is submodular inF.
.ii/ X is submodular inF∗.
.iii / X∗ is submodular inF∗.

PROOF. (i) ⇒ (iii): Let G ∈ F∗, V ∈ InjX∗.G/. According to Theorem2.1 and
Theorem2.2 the group.V × V/X is anX-injector of G × G and by assumption
we obtain that.V × V/X ∩ .G × G/F is submodular in.G × G/F. Moreover,
submodularity is invariant under epimorphisms, hence Theorem2.1yields thatV is a
submodular subgroup ofG and the proof is complete. (iii)⇒ (ii): Since by definition
and Theorem2.1 the class Ysmod.X

∗/ is contained in Ysmod.X/, the assertion follows.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Obvious.

Note that this proof can be easily transferred to every embedding property e of
injectors such that Ye.X/ is closed under normal subgroups, e is invariant under
epimorphisms and such that the class Ye.X

∗/ is contained in the class Ye.X/.
Hauck has shown in [6, 3.2] that the class Yn.X/, which obviously is closed under

taking subnormal subgroups, in general fails to be closed under products of normal
subgroups. Consequently the question on the existence of a unique maximal Fitting
class contained in Yn.X/ is open in general.

Unfortunately, the same is valid for the class Ysmod.X/:

PROPOSITION3.14. LetX be a Fitting class. ThenYsmod.X/ need not be closed
under forming normal products.

PROOF. Let p andq be prime numbers such thatp | q − 1. SetH = Zp o Zp =
H1H2 where H1

∼= Z∗
p and H2

∼= Zp. Consider the groupG = Zq o H . Then
G = 〈Z∗

q H1; Z∗
q H2〉, andZ∗

q H1 and Z∗
q H2 are subnormal Ysmod.Sp/-subgroups ofG

according to Lemma3.9. But evidently,Op.G/ = 1 and anSp-injector of G is a
non-abelian subgroup ofG. By Lemma3.8, this impliesG 6∈ Ysmod.Sp/.

PROPOSITION3.15. LetXbe a Lockett class. ThenYsmod.X/ is closed under forming
direct products.
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PROOF. Evidently, it is sufficient to prove thatG1 × G2 ∈ Ysmod.X/ provided that
G1; G2 ∈ Ysmod.X/. Thus, letG1; G2 be groups belonging to Ysmod.X/ and set
G = G1 × G2. Theorem2.2states thatV1 × V2 ∈ InjX.G/ whereVi ∈ InjX.Gi /, and
that eachX-injector ofG is of this form (i = 1;2). Vi smodGi , consequently there
exists a seriesVi = Di

0 ≤ Di
1 ≤ · · · ≤ Di

ni
= Gi such thatDi

j is a maximal modular
subgroup ofDi

j +1 for all j = 1; : : : ;ni − 1; i = 1;2. We assume thatn1 ≤ n2 and
consider the seriesV1 × V2 = D1

0 × D2
0 ≤ D1

0 × D2
1 ≤ D1

1 × D2
1 ≤ · · · ≤ D1

n1
× D2

n1
≤

D1
n1

× D2
n1+1 ≤ D1

n1
× D2

n1+2 ≤ · · · ≤ D1
n1

× D2
n2

= G1×G2:Now, repeated application
of Lemma3.2yields the assertion.

LetF be a non-trivial Fitting class, and letXi , i ∈ I , denoteF-submodular Fitting
classes. Whether or notF is contained in Ysmod

(⋂
i ∈ I Xi

)
—and thus in particular

whether or not there exists a unique minimalF-submodular Fitting class—is an open
question. It is open even in the case whenF is a Fischer class (or, stronger, whenF
is an subgroup-closed Fitting class). Compared to local normality, in this situation
it seems to be harder to describe the structure of a minimal counterexample for two
reasons. On the one hand, submodular subgroups do not, in general, form a lattice.
On the other hand, there is nothing known, in general, about the relation between
Xi -injectors and

⋂
i ∈ I Xi -injectors of a groupG.

Nevertheless, in some important cases it is possible to obtain a positive answer to
the above mentioned question. This comes mainly from the validity of the following
lemma.

LEMMA 3.16. Let X and F be Lockett classes such thatX is submodular inF.
Further let G be a group contained inX and p;q .p 6= q/ be primes such that
G o Zp ∈ X andG o Zq o Zp ∈ F. ThenG o Zq ∈ X.

In particular, if G is a Lockett class such thatGSp ⊆ X andGSpSqSp ⊆ F,
thenGSpSq ⊆ X.

PROOF. Let P denote a non-abelianp-group. According to [4, X, 2.7], G o Zp ∈ X
implies thatG o P belongs toX. Assume thatG o Zq =∈ X. Then [4, X, 2.1] yields
.G o Zq o P/X = .G∗/∗. Thus by [4, IX, 1.6] we obtain.G∗/∗ P ∈ InjX.G o Zq o P/, a
contradiction to Lemma3.8. The final assertion follows from [4, X, 2.13]

Using a corresponding lemma we have shown in [10, 1.3, 2.3, 2.7] that for the
important Fitting classesNi +1, i ∈ N, andSp1 · · ·Spr

, pi primes, and for Fitting
classes satisfying a certain extension property with respect to wreath products a unique
minimal F-normal Fitting class exists and furthermore can be described explicitly.
Essentially analogously to [10, 2.7]—but with more technical effort—the existence
and an explicit description of a unique minimalF-normal Fitting class can be shown
for Fitting classesF = S³1 · · ·S³r

, where³1; : : : ; ³r are arbitrary sets of primes ([11,
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3.1.18]). Since, as shown above, local submodularity too behaves nicely with respect
to regular wreath products, we obtain using essentially the same arguments as in case
of local normality:

THEOREM 3.17. (a) LetX be a non-trivial Fitting class,i ∈ N. ThenX is an
Ni +1-submodular Fitting class if and only ifNi ⊆ X∗ ⊆ Ni +1.
In particular, there exists a unique minimalNi +1-submodular Fitting class, namely
.Ni /∗.
(b) LetK be anSn-closed class of groups such thatG o Zp ∈ K for all G ∈ K and

for all p ∈ ³.K/. SetF = Fit.K/∗, the smallest Lockett class containingK. Then a
Fitting classX is submodular inF if and only ifX∗ = F.
In particular, there exists a unique minimalF-submodular Fitting class, namelyF∗.
(c) Let³1; : : : ; ³r be arbitrary sets of primes and setF = S³1 · · ·S³r

. Then there
exists a unique minimalF-submodular Fitting class, which can be explicitly given as
described in[11, 3.1.18].
In particular, if ³1; : : : ; ³r are sets of primes such that³1 ∩ · · · ∩ ³r 6= ∅, thenF∗ is
the unique minimalF-submodular Fitting class.

In particular, for all classesF described above the unique minimalF-submodular
Fitting class coincides with the unique minimalF-normal Fitting class. Furthermore,
for classesF as described in(a) and (b) a Fitting classX is submodular inF if and
only ifX is normal inF.

Closing this section we prove that the concepts of local submodularity and local
normality between Fitting classes coincide provided that both classes are subgroup-
closed Fitting classes. Whether or not it is sufficient for this fact to require the
subgroup closure of the larger class, remains an open question.

LEMMA 3.18. LetX be a Fitting class and set³ = ³.X/. If F is a subgroup-closed
Fitting class contained inYsmod.X/, thenF ⊆ S³S³ ′.

PROOF. Assume not. LetG be a group of minimal order contained inF \S³S³ ′.
Then G has a unique maximal normal subgroupN, and a unique minimal normal
subgroupM , andN andG=M belong toS³S³ ′. Moreover,O³ .G/ = 1 andO³ ′

.G/ =
G. Consequently [4, XI, 2.4, 2.5] is appliable and we obtainSqSp ⊆ F ⊆ Ysmod.X/

for primesq ∈ ³ ′ andp ∈ ³ , a contradiction to Lemma3.8.

THEOREM 3.19. LetX,Fbe subgroup-closed Fitting classes such thatF⊆Ysmod.X/.
ThenF ⊆ Yn.X/.

In particular,X is submodular inF if and only ifX is F-normal.
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PROOF. Since eachG ∈ F is of finite nilpotent length, it is sufficient to prove the
assertion for a subgroup-closed Fitting classF of bounded nilpotent length. This will
be done by induction onr := l .F/. The casesr = 0;1 are obvious.

r > 1: According to Lemma3.18, we may assume that³.F/ ⊆ ³.X/. Let X and
F denote the canonical local definitions belonging toX andF, respectively. Then
analogously to the proof of [12, 2.7], we obtainF.p/∩Nr −1 ⊆ F.p/ ⊆ Ysmod.X.p//
for everyp ∈ ³ . By the inductive hypothesis this impliesF.p/ ∩Nr −1 ⊆ Yn.X.p//,
and [12, 2.5] yieldsF.p/ = Sp.F.p/ ∩Nr −1/ ⊆ Yn.X.p//. [12, 2.7] completes the
proof.

4. Local normal embedding

We recall the definition of a normally embedded subgroup and refer the reader to
[4, I, Section 7] for further information about these subgroups.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let G be a group andU be a subgroup ofG.

(a) Let p be a prime.U is calledp-normally embeddedin G (U p-neG) if a Sylow
p-subgroupUp of U is a Sylow p-subgroup of some normal subgroup ofG, that is,
Up ∈ Sylp.〈U G

p 〉/.
(b) U is callednormally embeddedin G (U neG) if U is p-normally embedded in

G for all primesp.

Typical examples of normally embedded subgroups of a groupG are the Hall
subgroups of a normal subgroup ofG.

DEFINITION 4.2. LetX andF be Fitting classes.

(a) X is callednormally embeddedin F (F-normally embedded, Fne-class), if 1 6=
X ⊆ F and anX-injector ofG is normally embedded inG for all G ∈ F.
(b) We set Yne.X/ = .G | if V ∈ InjX.G/, thenV neG/.

S-normally embedded Fitting classes have been studied in detail by Lockett [8] and
Doerk and Porta [5] (see [4, IX, Section 3]). By [4, IX, 3.4(a)], each Fischer class—
thus in particular each subgroup-closed Fitting class—is anS-normally embedded
Fitting class, andaccording to [4, IX, 2.9, 3.7], the classZ3 = .G | Soc3.G/ ≤ Z.G//
is a Lockett class which is not normally embedded inS.

Recall the following properties of normally embedded injectors (which are due to
Lockett, see [8, proof of 3.3.1, 3.3.6]).

LEMMA 4.3. Let X, Y and F be Fitting classes, letG be a group andp a
prime.
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(a) If N E G andV ∩ N p-ne N, thenV ∩ N p-neG whereV ∈ InjX.G/.
(b) If V ∈ InjY.G/ andW ∈ InjX.V/ such thatV p-neG andW p-neV , thenW
p-neG.
In particular, Yne.X

∗/ ⊆ Yne.X/.

Since obviously Yne.X/ = Sn Yne.X/ and normal embedding is a property invariant
under epimorphisms, we obtain that this relation too is a relation of the corresponding
Lockett sections.

REMARK 4.4. Let X andF be Fitting classes. Then the following statements are
equivalent:

.i/ X is normally embedded inF.
.ii/ X is normally embedded inF∗.
.iii / X∗ is normally embedded inF∗.

Evidently, the class Yne.X/ is closed under forming direct products provided that
X = X∗. But in general, Yne.X/ fails to be a Fitting class:

PROPOSITION4.5. X = Z3 = .G | Soc3.G/ ≤ Z.G// is a Fitting class such that
Yne.X/ 6= N0 Yne.X/.

PROOF. Assume to the contrary that Yne.X/ = N0 Yne.X/; then Remark4.4yields
Yne.X/ = Yne.X/

∗. We will prove that this impliesG o Zp ∈ Yne.X/ for every
G ∈ Yne.X/ and every primep. Then [4, X, 3.7] yields Yne.X/ = S, a contradiction.

By a result proved independently by Lockett and Frantz (see [4, IX, 4.19]),
the radicals and injectors ofX are known: GX = CG.Soc3.G// and InjX.G/ =
{CG.CSoc3.GX/.G3// | G3 ∈ Syl3.G/} for every groupG.

Let G be a group contained in Yne.X/, and letp be a prime; thenG o Zp ∈ Yn.X/:
p = 3: Let V be anX-injector of G o Zp. If V ≤ G∗, there is nothing to prove.

Thus we may assume thatV 6≤ G∗. ThenV ∼= F∗Zp for a suitableF ∈ InjX.G/.
If q 6= p, then evidentlyV q-ne G o Zp. Since according to the above mentioned
description ofV, a Sylow 3-subgroup ofV is a Sylow 3-subgroup ofG o Zp as well,
we obtain thatV 3-neG o Zp.

p 6= 3: Put H := G o Zp and assume thatH =∈ Yne.X/. Let V ∈ InjX.H /. Since
p 6= 3, G∗

3 = H3 ∈ Syl3.H / (whereG3 ∈ Syl3.G/). SinceG =∈ X, it follows from [4,
X, 2.1] thatHX = G∗

X ≤ G∗, and consequently thatG∗ ≥ Soc3.HX/ ≥ .Soc3.GX//∗.
If V = CH .CSoc3.HX/.G

∗
3// 6≤ G∗, then there exists an element

.x1; : : : ; xp; z/ ∈ CH.CSoc3.HX/.G
∗
3// ≤ CH.C.Soc3.GX//∗ .G

∗
3//

= CH ..CSoc3.GX/.G3//
∗/
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such thatz 6= 1. By construction of the regular wreath product this implies
CSoc3.GX/.G3/ = 1, a contradiction.

Hence we obtainV ≤ G∗, and Lemma4.3yieldsV neH , a final contradiction.

It is an open question, whether or not Yne.X/ = N0 Yne.X/ implies thatX is
normally embedded inS in the case thatX is an arbitrary Lockett class. It is open as
well whether the intersection ofFne-classes is again anFne-class (provided that it is
non-trivial). This question is open even in the case thatF = S.

5. Local permutability

Recall that a Hall system of a groupG is a set6 of Hall subgroups ofG such
that for each set of primes³ ⊆ ³.G/, 6 contains exactly one Hall³-subgroup ofG,
and thatH , K ∈ 6 implies H K = K H (that is,H andK permute). Recall further
that to each Hall system6 there exists a unique corresponding Sylow basis—a set
B6 of pairwise permutable Sylowp-subgroups ofG, exactly one for eachp ∈ ³.G/,
together with the identity group (see [4, I, 4.8]).

We recall the definition of a system permutable subgroup and refer the reader to [4,
I, Section 4] for further information about these subgroups.

DEFINITION 5.1. Let G be a group andU a subgroup ofG and let6 denote a Hall
system ofG. ThenU is called6-permutableif U H = HU for all H ∈ 6.

We say thatU is system permutablein G (U spG) if there exists a Hall system6
of G such thatU is6-permutable.

To obtain6-permutability of a subgroupU of G, it is sufficient to require thatU
permutes with the corresponding Sylow basis, that is,U is6-permutable if and only
if U H = HU for everyH ∈ B6 ([4, I, 4.26]).

Obviously, each normal subgroup of a groupG is system permutable inG and ac-
cording to [4, I, 7.10], each normally embedded subgroup, too, is a system permutable
subgroup ofG.

DEFINITION 5.2. LetX andF be Fitting classes.

(a) X is calledpermutablein F (F-permutable, Fp-class), if 1 6= X ⊆ F and an
X-injector ofG is system permutable inG for all G ∈ F.
(b) We set Yp.X/ = .G | if V ∈ InjX.G/; thenV spG/:

Since a normally embedded subgroup of a groupG is system permutable inG,
everyF-normally embedded Fitting class is permutable inF. (The converse does not
hold in general, as shown in [4, IX, 3.15].) In particular, every Fischer class—and
consequently every subgroup-closed Fitting class—is anS-permutable Fitting class.
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In 1972, Dark published an example of a Fitting class which is not permutable inS

(see [4, IX, 5.19]).
In 1980, Doerk and Porta proved that a Fitting classF is permutable inS precisely

whenF∗ isS-permutable (see [4, X, 1.39]), and using essentially the same arguments
we obtain that Yp.X∗/ ⊆ Yp.X/ for an arbitraryFitting classX. Since further Yp.X/ =
Sn Yp.X/ and system permutability is a property invariant under epimorphisms, we
conclude:

REMARK 5.3. Let X andF be Fitting classes. Then the following statements are
equivalent:

.i/ X is permutable inF.
.ii/ X is permutable inF∗.
.iii / X∗ is permutable inF∗.

Evidently, the class Yp.X/ is closed under under forming direct products provided
thatX = X∗. But, in general, Yp.X/ fails to be a Fitting class:

PROPOSITION5.4. LetX be a Lockett class, letG ∈ Yp.X/ and let p be a prime.
ThenG o Zp ∈ Yp.X/.

In particular, Yp.X/ = N0 Yp.X/ for an arbitrary Fitting classX if and only ifX is
permutable inS.

PROOF. Suppose that the first assertion holds. Then, by Remark5.3, Yp.X/ =
Yp.X/

∗ = Yp.X
∗/. Hence we may assume thatX = X∗. [4, X, 3.7] implies that

Yp.X/ = S, and the additional remark is valid as well.
To prove the first assertion we putH = G o Zp. Let F be anX-injector of H . If

F ≤ G∗, then it follows by the choice ofG and by the construction of the regular
wreath product thatF is system permutable inH , and we are finished. Thus we may
assume thatF 6≤ G∗ and consequently thatF = V ∗ Zp for someV ∈ InjX.G/. By
assumption,V ∗ is a system permutable subgroup ofG∗. Let6 = {G∗

³ | ³ ⊆ ³.G/}
denote a corresponding Hall system ofG∗. Then by construction of the regular wreath
product,Zp ≤ NH.U ∗/ for every subgroupU of G. Consequently,F permutes with
G∗
³ Zp ∈ Hall³.H / where³ is a set of primes containingp. If ³ ⊆ P \ {p}, then

G∗
³ ∈ Hall³.H /, andF permutes withG∗

³ . Observe further that60 := {G∗
³ Zp | ³ ⊆

P; p ∈ ³} ∪ {G∗
³ | ³ ⊆ P; p =∈ ³} forms a Hall system ofH ; hence the proof is

complete.

Thus also the question on a unique maximal Fitting class contained in Yp.X/ is
open in general. The (non-trivial) intersection ofF-permutable Fitting classes is not,
in general,F-permutable, not even in the case thatF = S (see [4, IX, 3.14]).
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